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Introduction 

Achievement goal theory (AGT) is a widespread theoretical perspective for studying motivation and was used 

quite intensively in the past three decades in physical activity settings (Bortoli, Bertollo, & Robazza, 2009; 

Roberts, Treasure, & Conroy, 2007; Smith, Smoll, & Cumming, 2009). Pintrich (2000) argued that achievement 

goals represent an integrated and systematic approach to the study of human motivation in achievement settings 

because they encompass not just the reasons for engaging in an achievement task but also the standards or 

criteria for judging successful performance. 

Achievement goal theory assumes that the individual central motive for participating in achievement contexts 

is to develop or demonstrate ability (e.g., Ames, 1992; Dweck, 1986; Nicholls, 1989). Nicholls (1984) argued 

that more than one conception of ability exists, and that achievement goals and behavior may differ depending 

on the conception of ability held by the person. The perception of ability demonstration differs among people 

and the environment and happens according to two-goal orientations (task and ego) (Nicholls, 1989). Task 

This study’s purpose was to investigate any possible relationship between the goal 

perspectives (task and ego orientation) and volitional competences (persistence, 

expedience, and purposefulness) in physical activities settings. Participants were 134 

people with a physical disability (103 men and 31 women) with age ranging from 14 to 

67 years. All participants participated in physical activities. Participants filled out the 

Measure Athletes’ Volition – Short (MAV-S), and Task and Ego Orientation in Sports 

Questionnaire (TEOSQ). Results revealed that volitional competencies are predictors 

goal perspectives in physical activity settings. In addition, the findings showed that the 

expedience is a stronger predictor to task orientation, while persistence competence is 

to ego orientation. In conclusion, the present study is considered to offer new knowledge 

on the achievement goal orientation people with physical disabilities in physical activity 

contexts. The first one is that volitional competencies (expedience and purposefulness) 

are significantly positive predictors of task orientation. The second conclusion is that 

persistence competence is significantly positive predictor, while purposefulness 

competence is negative predictor of ego orientation. 
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orientation for achievement goal illustrates the trend of someone’s perception of ability and success using self-

referenced criteria. The person high in task orientation feels most successful when he or she has exerted high 

levels of effort and observed mastery of a skill. While, ego orientation illustrates the trend of perception of 

ability and success compared to others (White, 1998). The ego-oriented individual judges the feelings of 

competence and adequacy by employing normative or other-referenced criteria. 

According to motivation theories, motives are considered to be sufficient to explain the individual’s complete 

behavior. However, there are views that argue that motives are not enough, as interpretive constructs, to explain 

the entire act. Appleton, Christenson, Kim, and Reschly (2006) reports that “One can be motivated but not 

actively engage in a task. Motivation is thus necessary, but not sufficient for engagement.” Motivation is the 

“antecedent cause,” while persistence as a form of behavioral engagement is the “publicly observable behavior” 

(Reeve, 2012). Kuhl (1987) argues that motivation leads only to the decision to act. Acts in sports are considered 

as urged (e.g., achievement goals), nevertheless the actions urged by motive is not necessary to be fulfilled 

(Kuhl, 1983, 1985, 1987), in order to be fulfilled, the intervention of volition is needed. He strongly advocated 

that a distinction be made between motivational and volitional issues in research. Heckhausen (2007) reports 

that motivation and volition weighing and wanting are contrasting mindsets that serve distinct functions. 

Kuhl (1985) defines volition as a mediating factor that “energizes the maintenance and enactment of intended 

actions” (Kuhl, 1985, p. 90) and therefore goes beyond motivation. Sechenov maintained that “volition is a 

psychic phenomenon that directs goal-oriented behavior, particularly in adverse conditions” (Ryba, Stambulova, 

& Wrisberg, 2009, p. 276). According to Ryba et al. (2009), the assessment of volition as a psychic phenomenon 

enables a better understanding of the structure of personality volitional manifestations, with each manifestation 

comprising intellectual (cognitive), affective (motivational) and operational components (skills). 

Ach (1905, 1910) was the first psychologist who raised the concept of volition. He supported that motivation 

and volition are two different aspects of the will. Modern views argue that the theoretical constructs of 

motivation and volition refer to two related yet very distinct states of motivation (Achtziger & Gollwitzer, 2007; 

Heckhausen, 1991). Kuhl (1983) reported that two forms of motivation are existing “selection motivation” and 

“realization motivation”. The first addresses the motivational process of making a decision for a particular goal 

and against alternative goals. The second involves the volitional processes of maintaining and enhancing the 

commitment to a goal that one has decided for so that it can be put into action. 

Recently, Proios and Proios (2016) based on the viewpoint that volition is a psychic phenomenon that directs 

goal-oriented behavior, particularly in adverse conditions, developed the instrument Measurement Athletes’ 

Volition - Short (MAV-S) for the estimation of the strength of the volitional competencies of the participants in 

athletic activities (competitive and recreational). The items of MAV-S contained constructs relevant to the 

elements of volition such are a continuous effort, effort with difficulties, decision making, persistence in the 

effort, intention and goal that explain the three volitional competencies (persistence, expedience, and 

purposefulness). Persistence is a personal skill describing the efforts undertaken by the individual to achieve a 

goal, for example in sports. Purposefulness is a construct suggesting that an individual’s action serves a purpose 

or is intentional. Expedience represents another personal skill and characterizes individuals who do not hesitate 

to make decisions and implement them. 

In the literature the relationship goal orientations and volition were tested using linear regressions and as 

indicators of the goal orientations (e.g., Agbuda & Xiang, 2008; Elliot, 1999; Gao, Podlog, & Harrison, 2012; 

Guan, 2004; Guan, Xiang, McBride, Keating, 2013). This demonstrates the lack of knowledge about the 

predictive ability of volition to goal orientations. Furthermore, for the control of the relationship between goal 

orientations and volition, simple correlations were used (e.g., Proios & Proios, 2016; Sideridis & Kaplan, 2011). 

Concerning the correlation analysis, it is a statistical measure that describes the size and direction of a 

relationship between two or more variables. However, a correlation between variables does not automatically 
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mean that the change in one variable is the cause of the change in the values of the other variable. In all, also, 

the above researches results supported the view that goal orientations are related to volition. 

To date, in assessing volition, usually volitional intentions or general expressions of volition were used but there 

is no concrete element of volition (e.g., Chatzisarantis, Frederick, Biddle, Hagger, & Smith, 2007; Di Paula & 

Campbell, 2002; Elbe, Szymanski, & Beckman, 2005; Kuhl & Fuhamann, 1998; Lufi & Cohen, 1987; Novak, 

2014; Proios & Proios, 2016; Sideridis & Kaplan, 2011). In some cases, persistence act as one single construct 

(e.g., Kottinen, Toskala, Laakso, & Konttinen, 2006) and the persistence together with the effort as one single 

construct were used (e.g., Agbuda & Xiang, 2008; Fincham, Hokoda, & Sanders, 1989; Gao, Podlog, & 

Harrison, 2012; Guan, Xiang, McBride, Keating, 2013; Xiang & Lee, 2002), although persistence and effort 

represent two different constructs theoretically. The use of three elements of volition demonstrates the 

importance of the present study. The control, also, the effect of the volition in achieving goal orientation 

emphasises the importance of this study. The purpose of the present study is to investigate any possible 

relationship between the goal perspectives and volitional competencies in physical activities settings. The main 

hypothesis in the present study is the existence of a relationship between the task and ego orientation and 

volitional competencies. 

 

Method 

Participants 

The participants in this study were 134 people with physical disability (n = 103 men, and n = 31 women) without 

mental retardation. Their age ranging from 14 to 67 years (M = 34.98, SD = 10.59). All participants participated 

in physical activities (competitive and recreational). 

 

Procedure 

Prior to the beginning of the research, ethical approval and relevant permissions were asked from the 

participants. For individuals that participated in competitive sport activities in public sports organizations, 

special requests for permission were made for their participation to relevant authorities. Same process was 

followed for individuals who have not participated in sport activities, asking the relevant permission from the 

managers of rehabilitation centers. Following, the researchers informed the participants of the content of the 

questions featured in the questionnaires, as well as of the purpose of the present study. 

 

Measures 

Achievement goal: A validated Greek version (Papaioannou & McDonald, 1993) of the Task and Ego 

Orientation in Sports Questionnaire (TEOSQ; Duda & Nicholls, 1992) was used in order to assess dispositional 

goal orientations. The stem was “I feel most successful in my sport when…” TEOSQ is a questionnaire 

consisting of 13-items. It includes two independent subscales measuring task (seven items; e.g., I learn new 

skills) and ego (six items; e.g., I come first) orientations as regards participation in sports. TEOSQ has 

demonstrated adequate internal consistency with satisfactory alpha coefficients for both the task (α = .79) and 

ego (α = .81) subscales (Duda & Whitehead, 1998). In the present study, the alpha coefficients were .88 and .86 

for task and ego, respectively. 

Volition: The Measure Athletes’ Volition – Short (MAV-S; Proios & Proios, 2016) was used to assess the 

volition of participants. In this scale participants through 15 items describe the range of intensity participants 

put in some operations in order to achieve their goals in sport and physical activities settings on a Likert scale 

ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The MAV-S consists of three subscales that measure 

competencies as persistence (5-item; e.g., I insist in exercising even though conditions are not good), expedience 
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(6-item; e.g., I feel capable of executing anything I am asked to do) and purposefulness (4-item; e.g., I exercise 

intensively because I feel satisfaction). The scale has demonstrated acceptable internal consistency for the 

persistence (α = .74), expediency (α =.70), and purposefulness (α = .78). In the present study, the alpha 

coefficients were .81, .85 and .87 for persistence, expediency and purposefulness, respectively. 

 

Data analysis 

Descriptive statistics were obtained, and preliminary data analyses were conducted to estimate the responses of 

athletes on psychological constructs in sport settings. Simple correlations were calculated to test the 

relationships between variables. Finally, a hierarchical multiple regression was conducted in order to investigate 

the influence of volitional competences (predictors) in a sequential way, within a criterion (task and ego 

orientations) (Cohen, 2001; Wampold & Freund, 1987). All analyses were completed using SPSS for windows 

version 22.0. 

 

Results 

Descriptive statistics and correlations 

Table 1 provides means and standard deviations for all the investigated variables. Regarding the goal 

orientations, on average, participants exhibited higher scores in the task orientation and lower in ego orientation. 

They also exhibited high scores in volitional competence expedience, and low in competence persistence. 

 

Table1. Descriptive Statistics, Cronbach α and Correlations for all variables 

Variables M SD Α 1 2 3 4 

1.Task 3.99 .61 .88 - - - - 

2.Ego 2.61 .81 .86 .32** - - - 

3.Persistence 5.01 1.24 .81 .63** .32** - - 

4.Purposefulness 5.66 1.20 .87 .69** .12 .77** - 

5.Expedience 5.70 1.00 .85 .73** .19* .82** .84** 

Note: Statistical significant *p < .05; **p < .01 

Source: own study. 

 

Correlations amongst the measures are shown in Table 1. The results indicated that the task orientation had a 

high positive correlation with the three volitional competencies (persistence, purposefulness and expedience). 

On the contrary, the ego orientation had a low positive correlation only with volitional competencies persistence 

and expedience. 

 

Relationship between volitional qualities and goal orientations 

Two hierarchical multiple regression analyses with method stepwise (Table 2) were performed to test the ability 

of volitional competencies of participants in the present study, to forecast the formation of goal orientations in 

physical activities settings. The correlations amongst predictor and dependent variables were investigated and 

are presented in Table 1. All predictor variables were statistically correlated with goal orientations, except 

purposefulness competence with the ego orientation, which indicates that the data was suitably correlated with 

the dependent variables for examination through linear regression to be undertaken. The correlation between 

the predictor variables (persistence, purposefulness, and expedience), and the dependent variables (task and ego 

orientations) were all modest to large, ranging from r = 19, p < .05 to r = .73, p < .01. 
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First hierarchical multiple regression: in the first step one predictor was entered: expedience. This model was 

statistically significant F(1, 132) = 1504.61, p < .001 and explained 53% of variance in task orientation. After 

entry of purposefulness quality at Step 2 the total variance explained by the model as a whole was 55% (F(2, 

131) = 80.74, p < .001). The introduction of purposefulness competence explained additional 2% variance in 

task orientation, after controlling for expedience, and purposefulness (R2 Change = .02, F(1, 131) = 5.61, p < 

.05). In this analysis, more a step was used entered as predictor the persistence competence. The output showed 

that there is no significant increase in prediction of task orientation by addition of persistence to the equation. 

Thus, based on were reported models two predictor variables are statistically significant for task orientation 

with expedience recording a higher Beta value (β = .51, p < .001) than the purposefulness (β = .26, p < .05). 

 

Table 2. Hierarchical Multiple Regression 

Variable R R2 R2 

Change 

B SE β t 

Task        

Step 1 .73 .53** .53**     

Expedience    .45 .04 .73** 12.27 

Step 2 .74 .55* .02*     

Expedience    .31 .07 .51** 4.69 

Purposefulness    .13 .06 .26* 2.37 

Ego        

Step 1 .31 .10** .10**     

Persistence    .21 .05 .31** 3.80 

Step 2 .37 .13* .04*     

Persistence    .36 .08 .54** 4.24 

Purposefulness    -.20 .09 -.30* -2.32 

Note: Statistical significant *p < .05, p < .01 

Source: own study. 

 

Second hierarchical multiple regression: in the first step one predictor was entered: persistence. This model was 

statistically significant F(1, 132) = 14.45, p < .001 and explained 9.9% of variance in ego orientation. After 

entry of purposefulness competence at Step 2 the total variance explained by the model as a whole was 13.4% 

(F(2, 131) = 10.14, p < .001). The introduction of purposefulness competence explained additional 3.5% 

variance in ego orientation, after controlling for persistence, and purposefulness (R2 Change = .035, F(2, 131) 

= 5.36, p < .05). In this analysis, more a step was used entered as predictor the expedience competence. The 

output showed that there is no significant increase in prediction of task orientation by addition of persistence to 

the equation. Thus, based on were reported models two predictor variables are statistically significant for task 

orientation with persistence recording a higher Beta value (β = .54, p < .001) than the purposefulness (β = -.30, 

p < .05). 

 

Discussion 

This study examined the relationship between achievement goals and volitional competencies. Our data revealed 

significant correlations between achievement goals and volitional competencies. The results were in line with 

previous findings reported by Proios and Proios (2016) who found that athletes’ achievement task orientation 

was positively related to three volitional competencies (persistence, expedience, and purposefulness), while ego 

orientation only with competence expedience. Based on this finding we can assume that intentions to 

achievement goals, in the sport contexts, are experienced on average as volitional. This way is due to beliefs 

that sports of people with physical disabilities are a self-motivation act. This finding, also, provides additional 

support that achievement goals do not function in isolation from one another and volition should be included in 
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research on motivation and achievement. Only in this way we can fully understand athletes’ cognition, affect, 

and behavior in athletic settings. 

From the regression analysis the finding is the contribution that volitional competences made to the prediction 

of achievement goals. Specifically, the regression analysis showed that volitional competences expedience and 

purposefulness predicted task orientation on achievement goal in athletic settings, but persistence did not. That 

is, athletes’ competence of persistence failed to emerge as a significant predictor of self-reported task 

orientation. The competence (expedience) of individuals to make decisions and activate them (e.g., decision 

making and persistence in the effort), but also the competence (purposefulness) of an individual acting within a 

purpose or intent, seem to improve the usefulness of task orientation in achievement goals in physical activities. 

The contribution of volitional competencies expedience and purposefulness to the prediction of task orientation 

is additionally in agreement with the view that has supported that participation in decision-making contributes 

to personal growth by enhancing their feelings of self-worth and self-confidence and by facilitating the 

development of their problem-solving skills (Williams, 2001). In addition, the recent finding can be explained 

with planned behavior theory which claims that the intentions reveal the individual’s behavioral performance 

in sport settings (Ajzen, 1985). Furthermore, the above result of the present study is supported from findings 

from other studies which found that mastery-oriented individuals tend to attribute success to effort, cooperation, 

and intrinsic interest (Solomon & Boone, 1993; Walling & Duda, 1995), and that mastery goal orientation is 

related to a variety of adaptive achievement behaviors, such as exerting consistent effort, persistence in the face 

of setbacks, and improved performance (Ames, 1992; Duda, 2005; Dweck, 1999). 

The result of the present study states that persistence competence does not contribute to the prediction of task 

orientation which can be explained with the tenets of the self-efficacy theory (Bandura, 1986). According to 

this theory persistence is a skill affected by expectations of self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977; Bandura, Adams, & 

Beyer, 1977; Bandura & Schunk, 1981). This view is reinforced by the report that persistence is malleable and 

may be altered by task-related and personal-motivational determinations (Dweck & Leggett, 1988; Sideridis & 

Kaplan, 2011). This existence of possible differentiation of persistence competence can explain the above 

finding since the competence differentiation from effort is not linked to task orientation (Nicholls, 1989). 

Another research finding from the regression analysis is, also, the contribution of volitional competences 

persistence and purposefulness to the prediction of ego orientation in physical activity settings. The competence 

of persistence in a person expressed through " continuous effort " and "effort with difficulties" seems to 

positively influence the usefulness of ego orientation in achievement goal in physical activities. The contribution 

of volitional competence persistence to the prediction of ego orientation is additionally in agreement with a 

number of theories that have emphasized the relationship volition and goals (Bandura, 1986). As already 

referred previously, persistence is a competence influenced by expectations of self-efficacy, an event that can 

lead to the association of persistence with ego orientation because this orientation is linked to the differentiation 

of concept of competence where the competence differs from effort (Nicholls, 1989). According to the social 

cognitive theory of motivation namely of the self-determination theory which suggests that humans have a set 

of needs that should be satisfied in the social context. One of these is the individual’s needs to feel autonomous 

in performing an activity. According to Deci and Ryan (2000), autonomy involves being volitional in such a 

way as to represent one’s integrated sense of self. Calvo, Cervello, Jimenez, Iglesias, and Murcia (2010) 

maintained the relation between autonomy and sport persistence. Finding from other studies suggested that 

athletes’ ego-oriented show a positive relation to tension-pressure (Gutierrez, 2011).  

Contrary to persistence, for the competence of purposefulness of the findings, in the present study, showed a 

significantly negative predictor of ego orientation. This finding can be explained by the fact that when an 

individual's ego is involved it leads to negative achievement behaviors, especially in the case when questions 

about the adequacy of one’s ability exist (White & Duda, 1993), as for example people with a physical disability. 

Findings from other studies showed that ego orientation has been linked, for example, with decreased intrinsic 
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motivation for sport involvement (Smith, Smoll, & Cumming, 2009). This finding reveals a possible diminished 

existence of purpose or intention to achievement goal in athletic settings a situation which is contrary to the 

competence of the purposefulness characterized by the elements of the intention and goal settings (Proios & 

Proios, 2016). 

The result of the present study that expedience competence does not contribute to the prediction of ego 

orientation can be explained from the view that performance-avoidance goals (ego orientation) are negatively 

related or unrelated to effort (Elliot, McGregor, & Gable, 1999). This is because athletes with a physical 

disability who endorse goal orientation are likely to see achievement settings as a threat to their perceived ability 

and may therefore try to avoid exerting effort and persistence in those settings.  

This study is not without limitations. It should be noted that the assessment of constructs volition and goal 

orientation were based on self-reports. Furthermore, the sample of this study cannot be considered as a 

representative to allow generalization of the results. Systematic future research is necessary. In conclusion, the 

present study demonstrated that volitional competencies (persistence, expedience, and purposefulness) were 

predictors goal perspectives (task and ego orientation) in physical activity settings. In addition, the findings 

suggest that expedience is stronger predictor to task orientation, while persistence competence to ego 

orientation. 

 

Conclusions 

In conclusion, the present study is considered to offer new knowledge on the achievement goal orientation 

people with physical disabilities in physical activity contexts. The first one is that volitional competencies 

(expedience and purposefulness) are significantly positive predictors of task orientation. The second conclusion 

is that persistence competence is significantly positive predictor, while purposefulness competence is negative 

predictor of ego orientation. 
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